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website. When you.Q: how to retrieve the field name(name of a
field) from MySql? I have a table named "tbl_main_template". I
use a field named "main_template". For displaying purpose I
need to retrieve the name of this field. This field doesn't have a
name "main_template". I don't want to retrieve the name of the
table. I am trying to retrieve the name using this code: SELECT
main_template FROM tbl_main_template But it returns a 1
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record and not the field name. I need only the field name. A:
You can simply use the column name. Select main_template
From tbl_main_template Q: Why does this array.indexOf work
strangely? console.log(["hello", "world".indexOf("world")]); //
prints "0" But this doesn't print anything. Why does that work?
console.log(["hello", "world".indexOf("world")]); // prints
undefined A: indexOf calls toString on the first argument. A
string is iterable for the purpose of that property, so both
["hello", "world"].indexOf("world") and ["hello",
"world".indexOf("world")].toString() print out "hello, world".
Here's the relevant part of the specification (emphasis added):
4.3.22 String.prototype.to
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